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Abstract— Cloud-based High Definition (HD) video streaming 
is becoming more and more popular day by day. On one hand, it 
is important for both end users and large storage servers to store 
their huge amount of data on different servers at different 
locations from security and mobile availability point of views, 
especially for end users having small amount of storage in their 
mobile devices. On the other hand, it is becoming a big challenge 
for network service providers to provide constant and reliable 
connectivity to the network users. There have been many studies 
over cloud-based video streaming for Quality of Experience 
(QoE) for services like Youtube. Packet losses and bit errors are 
very common in transmission networks, producing annoying 
effects such as frame freezing and blocky artifacts, which affects 
the user feedback over cloud-based media services. To cover up 
packet losses and bit errors, Error Concealment (EC) techniques 
are usually applied at decoder/receiver side to estimate the lost 
information. This paper proposes a time efficient and quality 
oriented EC method. The proposed method considers 
H.265/HEVC based Intra-encoded videos for the estimation of 
whole Intra-frame loss. The unsliced mode of H.265 is targeted 
for the proposed approach. The main emphasis in the proposed 
approach is the recovery of Motion Vectors (MVs) of a lost frame 
in real-time. The search to find the optimum MV is performed in 
parallel in nearby four sub-blocks in the reference frame. To 
boost-up the search process for the lost MVs, a bigger block size 
and searching in parallel are both considered. The simulation 
results clearly show that our proposed method outperforms the 
traditional Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) by approximately 
2.5 dB and Frame Copy (FC) by up to 12 dB at a Packet Loss 
Rates of 1%, 3% and 5% with different Quantization Parameters 
(QPs). The computational time of the proposed approach 
outperforms the BMA by approximately 1,788 seconds. The 
proposed technique can readily be applied for real-time cloud-
based HD video streaming. 
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HERE is a tremendous growth in the usage of streaming 
videos nowadays. It has been reported in [1] that the 
global Internet consumer video traffic will be 80 percent 
of all Internet consumer traffic in 2019, which is an increase 
of 64 percent from what was reported in 2014. In the case of 
mobile-users, the increase will be 10-fold from 2014 to 2019. 
This report indicates a huge amount of video streaming that 
may lead to degradation in QoE for end users. 
The cloud services are becoming more and more popular 
day by day on both computing and storage aspects and 
producing a major impact on current IT and research industry 
[2]. Today’s companies are shifting IT activities to third party 
storage servers and computing platforms. The most famous 
cloud-based media services include Youtube, Dailymotion, 
Microsoft Azure and Putlocker. A general framework of 
cloud-based media streaming is shown in Fig. 1. Cloud 
computing provides not only high computation power but also 
huge amount of storage space, so that it enables end users to 
utilize best services without having an expensive and complex 
architecture at their side [3]. However, cloud architecture 
suffers from transmission degradations, especially 
transmission errors and security threats in cloud networks [4]. 
The QoE is becoming a criterion in quality testing for end 
users to rate media streaming services provided by clouds [5].  
Nowadays, videos are becoming more attractive in 
resolution, and we now see HD and Ultra HD (UHD) 
techniques. To process and store such high resolution videos, 
cloud computing provides an effective platform for 
computing, storage and transmission. There are many media 
servers which are actually cloud data centers. Some well-
known cloud based media servers are MediaFire, YouTube, 
DailyMotion, PutLocker and many more. 
Current video processing standards such as H.264 and 
H.265 are dealing with immense amount of data, which 
ultimately demands either parallel or distributed processing 
platforms. In the case of cloud computing, many Video 
Service Providers (VSPs) can rent out the distribution 
architecture from Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) to deliver 
video streams to a large number of mobile end users [6, 7].
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The main advantage of such approaches is the computing 
power, which is available any time at the VSP side while the 
drawback is extra management and cost.  
In order to tackle with QoE, a VSP needs to intelligently 
deal with both cloud and network service providers. The HD 
video streaming is always bandwidth sensitive, so it leads to 
many challenges 1) Distribution of data at different locations 
demands proper management of available sources, 2) 
Different geographical locations will be connected through 
Internet, which is based on best effort service 3) As the 
Internet is a combination of low and high speed networks, 
which may cause data buffering at many locations during data 
transmission, out of order delivery or packet loss or drops may 
occur 4) Video streaming applications run on connectionless 
protocols, which does not provide guaranteed and safe 
delivery of transmitted packet [8].   
In the case of cloud server-based media streaming, unreliable 
transmission channels are the biggest issue. The current video 
coding standard H.265/HEVC provides approximately half bit 
rate with same visual quality as compared to previous standard 
H.264/AVC [9]. As H.265 encoded videos are highly 
compressed, little packet loss or smaller bit errors may still 
lead to huge quality degradations. There are mainly two 
modes of encoding in H.264 and H.265 i.e. Intra and Inter. In 
case of Intra mode, each video frame is treated independently 
and known as Intra or I-frame. On the other hand, Inter mode 
is a combination of I, P (Predictive) and B (Bidirectional) 
frames. In this mode, video frames are always encoded as a 
Group Of Pictures (GOP). In each GOP, there is always one I-
frame, which is always the first frame. Then there are P-
frames which occur at regular intervals and always dependent 
on either previous I or P-frame. The B-frames occur mostly 
and are dependent on previous and upcoming I and P-frames. 
Unlike Intra encoded videos, such errors can easily propagate 
to subsequent frames in inter encoded videos, if they are not 
handled appropriately. To protect the binary encoded streams, 
the Error Resilience (ER) techniques are usually applied at 
encoder side. The ER techniques may protect the binary 
streams from content modification but cannot fight against the 
packet drops. The EC techniques are used at decoder side, are 
very popular to deal with such problems and can estimate the 
lost information without demanding any change in decoder 
architecture [10]. 
The main idea behind the EC is to estimate the video 
packet, lost during transmission. The lost video packet may 
contain parts of a video frame or one complete frame, 
depending upon the encoding parameters. The EC techniques 
utilize the correlation between the frames of the same shot in a 
video sequence. Usually, there are two types of correlations in 
video streams, namely Spatial and Temporal. Based upon 
these two categories, EC techniques can be classified into 
three types which are Spatial Error Concealment (SEC), 
Temporal Error Concealment (TEC) and a combination of 
both. SEC techniques are mostly used for concealment of Intra 
frames (I-frames) while TEC techniques are mostly used for 
concealment of Inter frames (I, B and P-frames). As Inter 
frames also involve I-frames, TEC techniques can also be 
applied to Intra-frames [11]. 
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for concealment 
of whole frame loss of Intra encoded videos, stored on cloud-
based media servers. The proposed algorithm conceals the 
Intra frames lost during the media streaming with following 
contributions: 
 
 Our proposed algorithm does not require any changes in 
decoder architecture. Rather it works as a separate 
processing module, which is called by decoder, 
whenever required. The existing work for EC mostly 
focuses on performing such tasks at cloud side using 
H.264 [12]. The main drawback of the existing 
approach is the processing overload at the streaming 
server, which may cause delays and slow down the 
 
 
Fig. 1. The generic architecture of cloud-based media streaming 
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performance of the streaming server. Our proposed 
approach runs at user side and reduces the processing 
load of cloud-based media server by utilizing the 
processing capability of end-user mobile devices. 
 Our proposed algorithm performs in parallel, so it can 
be implemented on the microprocessors of user mobile 
devices. These parallel computations are threshold 
based and are not running all the time iteratively, so 
they produce minimum computational overhead and 
hence can easily support real-time HD video streaming. 
The experimental results show that our proposed 
algorithm produces less computational time as 
compared to traditional Boundary Matching Algorithm 
(BMA) [14]. 
 The proposed approach has also considered power 
saving. The user mobile devices always run on 
chargeable batteries. The duration and amount of stored 
charge decrease as the processing power increases [13]. 
The threshold-based parallel processing decreases the 
computational time and ultimately saves the stored 
charge. 
 The experimental results show that our proposed 
algorithm produces better visual quality in terms of 
average PSNR. The experimental results also show an 
improvement of approximately 2.5 dB from the 
traditional BMA [14] and approximately 12 dB from 
Frame Copy (FC) [15]. 
 
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The 
related work of EC is presented in Section II. In Section III, 
the proposed algorithm is introduced. The experimental setup, 
results and comparison are presented in Section IV. Finally, 
the paper is concluded in Section V. 
II. RELATED WORK 
To cover up video packet delays and drops during 
transmission, EC techniques play an important role. EC 
techniques always run at receiver side and work as a separate 
module, which does not demand any change in decoder 
architecture. This section summarizes classic error 
concealment techniques.  
A. Spatial Error Concealment 
The Spatial Error Concealment (SEC), also known as Intra 
EC, is pixel based approach and use information from 
neighborhood blocks to estimate the missing ones [16]. 
In [17], the texture modeling is used to perform geometric 
interpolation to estimate the lost pixels. Though it produces 
better results, is suitable for large block sizes only. The mean 
square estimation is used in combination with probability 
distribution function to restore the missing block of pixels 
[18]. The technique produces fine quality at the cost of 
computational complexity. 
The directional edge analysis is used to estimate the edges 
of missing areas in a video frame [19]. This approach works 
well with sufficient information from nearby edges but does 
not produce better results in heavy losses. The relevant edges 
in the presence of digital drop out errors are estimated through 
canny edge detector [20]. This approach produces better 
results in linear motion only. To estimate whole frame lost, 
pixel-wise disparity matching technique is used in [21]. This 
technique works well for whole frame loss with affordable 
reconstruction quality but does not support consecutive frame 
losses. 
B. Temporal Error Concealment 
The Temporal Error Concealment (TEC), also known as 
Inter EC, uses the correlation between video frames to find out 
the MVs of lost block of pixels [16]. 
The boundary matching score in combination with object 
detection is used to estimate the MVs of lost blocks in a frame 
[22]. This approach works well in the presence of multiple 
objects in a video frame. The dynamic programming is used to 
recover the MVs of lost blocks in a frame iteratively [23]. This 
approach produces better results at the cost of computational 
time. In [12], the MVs of neighborhood frames are used to 
estimate a corrupted block in a frame. This approach is simple 
and has simpler computations but does not produce better 
results in slow motion videos. The auto-regressive modeling is 
used to refine the estimated MVs of lost blocks in a video 
frame [24]. This approach only supports videos having linear 
motions only. 
The depth information in a 3D video is used to estimate the 
MVs of lost blocks in a frame of the video in [25]. The lost 
MVs are reconstructed using previous Intra-frames [26]. 
Instead of using depth information, the Motion Vector 
Extrapolation (MVE) algorithm is used to estimate the lost 
MVs [27]. The approaches in [25-27] produce better 
reconstruction quality but support 3D videos only. 
C. Hybrid Error Concealment 
The Hybrid Error Concealment (HEC) techniques are either 
a combination of techniques from the SEC and TEC domains 
or techniques from other domains of signal and image 
processing to perform concealment. The Multiple Description 
Coding (MDC) is combined with the SEC and TEC domain 
techniques to produce better concealment results [28]. This 
technique produces better results but is limited to random 
packet loss only. To support random packet losses, the MDC 
is combined with Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees 
(SPIHT) to restore missing blocks [29]. To restore the region 
of interest, videos are transmitted in two streams, having high 
and low resolutions respectively [30]. The techniques 
presented in [29, 30] produce better reconstruction quality at 
the cost of availability of high bandwidth. 
III. FRAME INTERPOLATION 
In this section, we present our proposed technique. 
Motivated by the BMA and FC, we propose an EC technique 
based on multiple threading. The proposed EC technique, 
named as Frame Interpolation (FI) is illustrated in Fig. 2. For 
each lost Intra-frame, the MVs are derived first. The lost MVs 
are estimated through a Motion Estimation (ME) scheme. The 
main time consuming process during video encoding is always 
the ME. The ME consumes 40% to 80% of computational 
time [31]. In our approach, the main emphasis is to reduce 
computational complexity and time, as we cannot expect a 
high computational power in any end-user mobile device. This 
reduction in complexity of computations ultimately reduces 
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computational time, which helps in supporting real-time 
processing. The ME process is performed by using two frames 
at a time, i.e., the previous and the next frame. The blocks in 
the previous and the next frames represent the tail and head of 
estimated MVs respectively, i.e., the starting point of any MV 
is known as tail while the ending point of any MV is known as 
head as shown in Fig. 2. The BMA is used as a base algorithm 
for further enhancement of the ME process. The estimated 
MVs then help to interpolate the missing/lost frame. The 
interpolated frames are passed through an adaptive filter to 
remove the false estimation noises, if any. The details of the FI 

























A. Block Size Selection 
Before starting the procedure of the EC, it is important to 
divide the current frame into blocks but there is no specific 
criterion for that. This division totally depends upon the nature 
of information and applications. The sizes and shapes of the 
segmented blocks need to be considered when the current 
frame is divided into blocks. 
For the division of a frame into blocks, there are two 
options determining the sizes of blocks. We could either 
consider the whole frame as one block or divide the frame into 
blocks of equal/unequal size. The first option demands large 
buffer memory and may slow down the performance of the 
system. This option also requests the whole frame to be 
processed although there may be specific regions that can 
easily be skipped based upon the repetitive information. The 
above drawbacks can be minimized using the second option, 
which is to segment a frame into number of blocks. Depending 
upon the nature of contents in a video frame, either the fixed 
or variable sized segmentation can be opted. In the proposed 
FI, we select the second option, and divide the frame into 
number of blocks of fixed size. During experiments, the size 
of 16×16 is proved to be an optimal size on average. As our 
algorithm is basically designed for HD and higher resolution 
videos, a larger block size creates shorter computational 
overhead. On contrast, smaller and variable sized divisions 
produce better fineness in results but at the cost of longer 
processing overhead and higher computational complexity. 
The shape of a block can be square, rectangular, triangular 
and irregular. Out of all these possibilities, the square shape is 
widely adopted. One main reason for the popularity of square 
shape is the even resolution of test videos. The test videos are 
always available in even resolution as shown in Table II. 
Traditional BMAs such as Full Search (FS), Three Step 
Search (TSS) and Four Step Search (FSS) use square shape 
while others use diamond, cross or hexagonal shapes [32]. 
Computational time depends upon the number of pixels in a 
selected shape. A non-squared shape i.e., hexagonal or 
diamond keeps coordinate information of frame pixel 
compared to a square shape, and hence requires further 
processing, especially in a HD and higher resolution video. In 
square shape, only starting and ending point is required while 
in hexagonal or diamond, checks and breaks are required in 
rows and columns to create hexagonal or diamond shape. In 
our proposed algorithm, to reduce the amount of information, 
required during the processing, a square block shape is 
considered. Experiments show that using a square shape 
produces better results and requires less time as compared to 
other shapes. 
In FI, each Input Video (IV) is read in frame by frame. If 
frame N is missing, then frame N-1 and N+1 are selected for 
the EC process. Otherwise frame is written to Output Video 
(OV) file. To process HD frames quickly, a block size of 
16×16 is used to perform EC at a decoder side. The blocks of 
the current frame are denoted as Input Blocks (IBs) and the 
blocks of a reference frame are denoted as Reference Blocks 
(RBs). 
 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm 
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B. Reference Frame Segmentation 
The second step in any EC scheme is to divide each 
reference frame into areas, known as Search Windows (SWs). 
Like the division of the current frame, there is no specific 
criterion for such division and the division totally depends 
upon the nature of information and applications. As described 
for the current frame, two factors need to be taken into 
account when dividing a reference frame into SWs. These 
factors are the size and shape of a SW. 
For the same reasons for determining the division of the 
current frame, in FI, we choose to divide each reference frame 
into multiple SWs of a fixed size. When determining the size 
of SWs, we assume that the motion of pixels is not very fast. 
Therefore, the SW size is selected to be four times of the IB 
size in FI. Thus, the SW size is 64×64. It has been proved that 
the SW size can be further reduced for more efficient 
computations if needed [33]. 
In terms of shape of SWs, traditional BMAs such as Full 
Search, Three Step Search and Four Step Search, the SW 
patterns are of square shape. However, it is not necessary to 
have square shape. The shape can be irregular or can be 
adaptive [34, 35]. However, irregular and adaptive shapes 
usually require extra processing time due to resolution 
variation from video to video. In order to be adapted to videos 
of any resolution, square shape is adopted in our proposed 
algorithm.   
C. Scanning Pattern 
After defining the block size and search window, the next 
step is how to find the best matching block in a reference 
frame. In BMA, the most famous search is Full search (FS). 
This technique is linear and tries to find the best match 
exhaustively. The main advantage of FS is its high accuracy 
while the drawback is its computational complexity and hence 
is inappropriate for real-time applications. 
In our proposed technique, the FS is used with 
modifications. Unlike the traditional FS, our approach does 
not search every pixel in an SW. Our approach considers the 
assumption that pixels cannot move that far in consecutive 
frames. There is another possibility that more than one match 
are found during the matching process at different locations. 
To overcome this problem, we set a threshold and terminate 
the search process as soon as the first best or near match is 
found. 
There are other state-of-art search techniques such as Three 
Step Search (TSS), Four Step Search (FSS), Two Dimensional 
Logarithmic Search (TDLS), Simple and Efficient Search 
(SES), Diamond Search (DS) and Adaptive Rood Pattern 
Search (ARPS), among which ARPS is the latest one [36]. 
These techniques are very attractive in terms of computational 
time. However, their searching accuracies do not beat the 
searching accuracy of FS [37]. To further speed up the 
searching process, in our proposed method, multiple threads 
based parallel processing is considered. Each SW is divided 
into N number of partitions, known as RBs. The size of each 
RB is equal to the IB size. A random value is set as an initial 
threshold. The block matching process is performed in parallel 
in each partition. The matching is performed pixel by pixel 
just like the FS. If the matching value is below the initial 
threshold, the search moves on to the next pixel in sequence 
until a matching value greater than the initial threshold is 
found to terminate the searching process. As soon as the 
search is terminated, the threshold value is replaced by the 
minimum value, found in the set of previously searched 
minimum values.  
D. Motion Vector Estimation 
The Motion Vector (MV) is considered as a key element in 
the ME process. It is used to represent a similarity match 
between a block in current and reference frame [9]. In other 
words, it defines the distance covered by a block between 
current and reference frame. To find out the best match, there 
are many mathematical techniques i.e. Sum of Absolute 
Differences (SAD), Sum of Squared Differences (SSD), Sum 
of Hamming distances (SHD), Minimum Absolute Differences 
(MAD), Locally scaled Sum of Absolute Differences (LSAD), 
Locally scaled Sum of Squared Differences (LSSD), Zero-
mean Sum of Absolute Differences (ZSAD), Zero-mean Sum 
of Squared Differences (ZSSD), Normalized Cross Correlation 
(NCC) and Zero-mean Normalized Cross Correlation (ZNCC). 
These techniques involve operations like addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division. The time complexity for addition 
and subtraction is N while for multiplication and division, it is 
N2 [38]. 
In our proposed approach, we try to avoid multiplications 
and divisions to reduce the computational complexity and 
time. Among the above mentioned techniques, the simplest 
similarity measure is MAD, which involves difference 
operations only. During the search process, the MAD is 
calculated for each pixel until the difference is below a 
threshold. If the difference is not below the threshold in a row, 
the search process will continue and move to next row in the 
SW. This process is repeated until all rows in the SW are 
searched. After that the minimum value is searched from a set 
of calculated values. Then X-Y coordinates of the pixels, in the 
current and reference frame respectively, are found out. These 
X-Y coordinates determine the head and tail locations of the 
corresponding MV. After that another search is performed to 
find out a MV that has the minimum value from the set of 
calculated MVs. The MV, having minimum value is selected 
as the representing MV of the current block. The above 
process is a Forward Motion Estimation (FME) that is to find 
the Forward Motion Vector (FMV) for each IB. The same 
process as that shown from subsections A to D is performed 
for a Backward Motion Estimation (BME) to find the 
Backward Motion Vector (BMV) for each IB by considering 
frame N+1 and N-1 as the current and reference frames 
respectively. 
E. Frame Interpolation 
The frame or motion interpolation is a process in which 
intermediate animated video frames are generated between the 
existing ones to provide a clear, fluid or smooth motion. This 
feature is very common in many latest HD displays and media 
players, supplied by different companies such as LG, 
Mitsubishi, Panasonic, Phillips, Samsung, Sony, Toshiba, 
Sharp and many others. The technology is known as 
TruMotion in LG [39], Smooth in Mitsubishi [40], Intelligent 
Frame Creation (IFC) in Panasonic [41], Perfect Motion Rate 
in Phillips [42], Auto Motion Plus in Samsung [43], 
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MotionFlow in Sony [44], ClearScan in Toshiba [45] and 
AquoMotion in Sharp [46]. Although these techniques lead to 
crystal and clear visual quality, they request complex 
hardware. Furthermore, from marketing point of view, the 
manufacturers never reveal the technical flow process of their 
techniques. 
To perform a simple frame interpolation between a pair of 








Let Vx,y be the MV between blocks in the current frame and 
a reference frame As Vx,y defines the motion vector of pixels 
between the current and reference frames, the tail coordinates 
can be defined as [xb, yb] and head coordinates as [xf, yf]. The 






where the point [x, y] represents a point in the interpolated 
frame [47]. This approach works pixel by pixel at whole frame 
level and consumes lots of processing time. 
In our proposed algorithm, we use the above technique but 
at block level. In our proposed approach, the MVs are 
estimated at block level rather than pixel level, so our 
approach saves the computational time and does not demand 
the process at every pixel in a block. After estimating the MV 
for each block of missing frame, the missing blocks are 




where Bi is the block of missing frame, BN-1 is the block in 
current frame and BN+1 is the block in reference frame. The 




The main reason behind adopting the simple frame 
interpolation is its mathematical simplicity, less computational 
complexity and time. However, it is observed in experiments 
that in some interpolated frames, there are thin lines at the 
edges of reconstructed blocks because of placement of pixels 
at false locations. 
F. Adaptive Filtering 
Sometimes it may happen that the concealed image contains 
blocky artifacts or thin hair-like lines. These types of 
distortions are very common in block based approaches. While 
smoothing down the image, it is very important to maintain 
the significant details without introducing blurring effects. In 
homogenous regions, the intensities of distorted pixels can 
easily be replaced by the average intensities of neighborhood 
pixels. Sometimes, the distortions occur at edges or 
boundaries of objects because averaging operations produce 
blurring and blocky artifacts in such cases. Therefore, the 
following two solutions are proposed for such cases. The 
solutions are either the neighborhood is selected adaptively or 
the filter is adaptive in operation. For first solution, the 





where f(y) represents an input image, f(x) is the smoothed 
image, N(x) is the adaptive neighborhood and M is the size of 
adaptive neighborhood. In (7), N(x) consists of pixels in Ω, 
which are homogeneous and have intensities close to that of x, 




where R is represents the relationship between x and y, T is the 
real positive threshold and Ω⊂R2 [48]. The major problem in 
this approach is to find out the required neighborhood 
intelligently because if correct neighborhood is not selected, it 
will lead to false results. Another major problem is the 
computational complexity, as this approach involves division 
operations frequently. 
 For the second solution, the corrupted pixels need to be 
detected first before applying the adaptive filter. To declare a 
pixel as corrupted one, a difference of ∆1 and ∆(1) is used, 
where ∆1 is the cumulated weighted distance allocated to the 
central pixel of filtering window and ∆(1) is the output of 
weighted vector median filter. This difference shows the 
strength of impulsive noise. Let this difference is denoted be δ. 
The next step is to define a threshold value Th for comparison 
purpose. The threshold value needs to be set carefully. If it is 
very large, it will pass out many corrupted pixels. In the case 
of very low value, uncorrupted pixels will also be declared as 




where AFO is the Adaptive Filter Output, CF is the concealed 
image pixel and CFAMF is the output of Arithmetic Mean filter 
(AMF), which is computed from those pixels, declared as 
corrupted in the CF [49]. Although this approach is very 
simple and produces less computational complexity, it may 
produce false results, which are unavoidable at some times. 
 In our proposed algorithm, we choose and modify the 
adaptive filter approach. The main reason for choosing that 
approach is its less computational complexity. In thin hair-like 
lines, it is very obvious that there would be corrupted pixels in 
more than one row. Based upon that assumption, the filtering 
process may become speedy and produce less computational 
time if the filtering is performed in parallel. Another check is 
also performed for the detection of thin hair-like lines in 
homogeneous regions. If the hair-like line errors are in 
homogeneous regions, then intensity averaging is applied to 
save the computational time. In our proposed technique, the 
estimated frame is passed through the modified adaptive filter 
to remove line errors, if there are any. Another reason to use 
this modified filter is the presence of noise, which may or may 
=
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not be present in the estimated frame. In this case, the adaptive 
filter approach proves to be very quick compared to the 
adaptive neighborhood approach.  The entire procedure of the 
FI algorithm is described in pseudo code in Algorithm 1. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
technique, experiments are performed using HM 16.2 [50] and 
Matlab R2015a. The experiments are carried out using various 
video sequences of both High Definition (HD) and non-HD. 
Fifteen popular video sequences are used for simulation 
purposes. The details of experimental model and platform can 












The details of input video sequences, such as resolution, total 
number of frames, frame rate, Quantization Parameter (QP) 
and encoding bit rates are illustrated in Table II. All videos are 
encoded in unsliced and Intra only mode, and the first 150 
frames are used from each sequence for experiments. The 
video sequences are encoded using different QPs ranging from 
10 to 37 as shown in Table II. There are two main reasons to 
use different QPs. The first reason is to generate different bit 
rates for testing the efficiency of our proposed approach from 
reconstructed frame quality point of view. The second reason 
is to follow the same experimental setup, as used in [14], in 
order to test the efficiency of FI. To simulate the packet loss, 
we use H.265 RTP loss model proposed in [51], which is a 
well-known model and widely used in many research articles. 
In our experiments, three different Packet Loss Rates (PLRs), 
1%, 3% and 5% are tested. We also implement the Frame 
Copy (FC) [15] and Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) [14] 
under the same experimental conditions, as proposed in [14, 
15] for the comparison purpose. 
Tables III (appendix) and IV (appendix) summarize the 
simulation results for the BMA, FC and the FI in terms of 
average Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) with different 
PLRs for selected HD and non-HD video sequences. The 
Mean Square Error (MSE) metric is used to calculate the 
distortion effects. The PSNR in simulations is based on the 
MSE value for each estimated block. The video sequences, 
used in simulations have variety of motions in terms of speed, 
ranging from slow to high. The videos are categorized into 
three main categories, i.e. moving objects with static camera, 
static objects with moving camera and moving objects with 
moving camera. Tables V and VI describe the average 
computational time with different PLRs, both for BMA and FI 
for selected HD and non-HD videos respectively. As shown in 
Table III and IV, FI produces better performance as compared 













































12 dB and 2.5 dB respectively. In Table V and VI, FI leads 
BMA in average computational time, by approximately 1,788 
seconds. The two main motives behind the development of FI 
are an acceptable/affordable average PSNR and low 
computational time. The low computational time is 
particularly focused because the EC algorithms execute at 
end-user side. In the case of mobile users, the end-users may 
have low processing devices such as smart phones, tablets and 
personal laptops. These end-user devices have slow processors 
with limited number of hardware sources such as small 
amount of Random Access Memory (RAM) and limited 
number of temporary storage buffers with slow speed data 
buses. In real-time streaming, delays are always time critical, 
so the low processing time and minimum hardware resources 
requirements for the EC applications are always 
recommended. 
TABLE I. Simulation environment 
 
Hardware CPU: Intel ® Core ™ i5-3470 
CPU @ 3.20 GHz 
RAM: 8 GB 
Software H.265/HEVC Codec HM 16.2 
Matlab R2015a  
Video Format: 4:2:0 
QP Varying between 10 to 37 
PLR 1, 3, 5 % 
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The visual comparison between the proposed and reference 
algorithms is presented in Fig. 3 (appendix) under different 














































column (a) represents the lost frame, (b) represents the output  
of FC algorithm, (c) represents the output of BMA and (d) 
represents the output of FI. These sample images are taken 
from three different videos, having different resolutions with 
motion of camera and/or objects. The first sample is taken 
from an HD video, Rush_hour with QP 32, the second one is a 
non-HD video, Flowervase (832×480) with QP 22, and the last 
one is from a non-HD video BlowingBubbles with QP 30. It 
can be seen very clearly that there is no bigger and notable 
visual difference among the original, FC and FI technique 
while BMA is showing lots of blurred lines. The only notable 
difference is present in BlowingBubbles samples, which is red 
encircled. As there is no significant motion between 
consecutive video frames, the visual difference cannot be 
noticed much in the FC algorithm. However, in the case of 
higher PLRs, the FC algorithm may not perform well and may 
produce frame-freezing effects. 
Fig. 4 (appendix) shows the performance graphs of FC, 
BMA and FI in terms of average PSNR under different PLRs. 
Fig. 5 shows the performance graphs of BMA and FI in terms 
of average computational time under different PLRs. In Figs. 4 
and 5, first, second and third rows represent the average 
PSNRs and computational time for the HD video Rush_hour 
with QP 32, the non-HD videos Flowervase (832×480) with 
QP 22 and BlowingBubbles with QP 30 respectively. The 
first, second and third columns represent 1%, 3% and 5% 
PLRs respectively. It can be seen very easily that the average 
PSNR performance of FI is better than FC and BMA. FI 
outperforms BMA in average computational time, which 
proves its suitability for real-time processing. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a fast and quality oriented 
frame interpolation considering parallel processing for mobile 
end-user devices, having low processing power and hardware 
resources. The importance of less computational time and 
acceptable quality has been raised after the recent 
developments in H.265/HEVC standard. The computational 
time has gained more importance, with the arrival of HD and 
Ultra HD media streaming with 4K and 8K resolutions. 
However, no matter if the media streaming is live or stored-
file-based (i.e. multimedia cloud servers), network channels 
can never give guarantee for no packet loss. 
We have studied FC and BMA for the implementation and 
comparison purposes over H.265 platform. The proposed 
algorithm provides better results in terms of both average 
PSNR and computational time. With the continuously 
updating threshold, the number of searching points has been 
decreased and the process to find the matching block has 
become fast. 
In our study, we have used various types of videos, having 
different types of motion. The experimental results have 
proven that our proposed scheme is independent of the nature 
and contents of video sequence. The experimental results have 
proven that the proposed algorithm gives better performance 
in terms of visual quality compared to FC and BMA. It has 
also been proven that the computational time is far better than 
the classical BMA approach and can easily be applied at low 
processing end-user devices. 
The simulation results produced in this paper will act as a 
base for the development of real-time EC algorithms for end 
user devices with error-prone transmission channels. Future 
developments may take this study further to modify HEVC 
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TABLE III. Average PSNR for HD video sequences 
 
Sequence Algorithm 
1% (PLR) 3% (PLR) 5% (PLR) 
QP 27 QP 32 QP 37 QP 27 QP 32 QP 37 QP 27 QP 32 QP 37 
BQTerrace 
FC 25.2432 25.2179 25.3932 26.244775 26.69735 25.69185 26.91565 26.18165 26.6829 
BMA 29.4008 29.3551 29.0321 29.070575 28.4839 29.480625 28.0274 26.900088 28.317725 
Proposed 34.7003 34.2211 32.951 34.22555 33.42165 33.043225 32.858675 31.291813 32.107325 
Cactus 
FC 23.3833 23.6229 22.1943 21.88065 21.7775 21.017225 21.311938 20.702463 20.390463 
BMA 27.8169 27.6374 27.2405 26.89515 26.85805 26.97515 26.431775 26.135513 26.561313 
Proposed 30.2461 30.4243 30.3357 29.43545 29.441 29.616575 28.9046 28.6516 29.273163 
Rush_hour 
FC 21.3486 21.2988 19.9627 21.26185 21.073275 20.5269 22.092388 21.71125 20.785263 
BMA 29.1569 29.1554 27.4403 28.085825 29.27325 28.012875 28.426363 27.748975 28.1525 
Proposed 32.9946 32.9813 32.1557 32.070125 33.32635 32.542275 32.7078 31.651038 32.494275 
 
TABLE IV. Average PSNR for non-HD video sequences 
 
Sequence Algorithm 
1% 3% 5% 
QP 21 QP 23 QP 30 QP 21 QP 23 QP 30 QP 21 QP 23 QP 30 
BlowingBubbles 
FC 26.6671 26.5818 25.4311 22.724525 22.135375 22.031975 22.0715 21.764688 20.8691 
BMA 29.2497 29.3069 29.3204 28.037075 27.913075 28.262125 26.258438 26.661538 25.49985 





QP 19 QP 22 QP 27 QP 19 QP 22 QP 27 QP 19 QP 22 QP 27 
34.0446 33.2339 32.1672 33.6769 30.22825 29.103975 29.626575 28.188825 28.6421 
BMA 40.9063 40.7886 40.2935 41.5893 41.422175 39.75925 40.0074 39.830163 39.8129 





QP 27 QP 29 QP 37 QP 27 QP 29 QP 37 QP 27 QP 29 QP 37 
15.6651 15.6167 15.657 14.8043 14.83665 14.90525 14.780538 14.863875 15.143825 
BMA 17.8541 17.8916 18.2004 17.4203 17.70035 17.747075 17.313088 17.378375 17.877313 
Proposed 20.0254 20.0742 20.41 19.58105 19.853775 19.889775 19.471438 19.60395 20.150625 
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1% (PLR) 3% (PLR) 5% (PLR) 
QP 27 QP 32 QP 37 QP 27 QP 32 QP 37 QP 27 QP 32 QP 37 
BQTerrace BMA 1748.53045 1734.26683 1744.72494 1856.03563 1817.64689 1806.66057 3383.6576 3415.26973 3364.38238 
Proposed 12.477895 12.49347 12.589352 12.5099425 12.5323258 12.7712035 12.5826791 12.6544354 12.7165948 
Cactus 
BMA 1812.3262 1815.75855 1813.47535 1865.3222 1826.64524 1841.92017 3657.9894 3474.168 3522.71973 
Proposed 12.6025201 12.715382 12.738267 12.65332 12.7874503 12.8112125 12.6038569 12.8153914 12.7828589 
Rush_hour 
BMA 1455.26441 1451.42148 1444.10877 1456.64139 1460.31246 1477.69298 2757.98097 2776.21874 2714.77782 
Proposed 12.676578 14.848038 13.888899 12.6868988 14.7329763 14.3541953 12.2904226 14.8744468 14.4716305 
 




1% (PLR) 3% (PLR) 5% (PLR) 
BlowingBubbles 
QP 21 QP 23 QP 30 QP 21 QP 23 QP 30 QP 21 QP 23 QP 30 
BMA 79.921818 63.481073 102.890182 71.508576 71.1960463 71.3787865 141.588345 156.473912 161.44053 





QP 19 QP 22 QP 27 QP 19 QP 22 QP 27 QP 19 QP 22 QP 27 
398.591966 448.765788 420.146287 508.33831 526.452203 520.880732 1321.21549 1305.40621 1308.0575 





QP 27 QP 29 QP 37 QP 27 QP 29 QP 37 QP 27 QP 29 QP 37 
379.176938 488.472659 296.197198 508.487726 471.103954 476.644417 1333.08302 1221.59437 1161.13726 
Proposed 3.119176 3.149487 3.148898 3.1265075 3.13520525 3.13109775 4.17790533 4.17792767 4.16943 
 




Fig. 3. Visual comparisons 
Original FC BMA Proposed 
    
    
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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